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Summary. Novel network architectures such as overlay networks oﬀer signiﬁcant diversity that can compensate for the lack of strict quality of service in today’s communication infrastructures. In order to take advantage of this diversity for delay-sensitive
media streaming applications, the network systems can employ eﬃcient mechanisms
based on source, channel and even network coding. In particular, fountain codes oﬀer
interesting beneﬁts for streaming with server diversity. When they are used independently at each server, they permit to avoid explicit coordination between the senders
that only have to provide the receivers with enough innovative packets. In addition, network coding allows for improved throughput and error robustness in multipath transmission where the network nodes participate to increase the symbol diversity in the
system. We review in this chapter the most popular rateless codes that enable the deployment of low-cost decentralized communication protocols in self-organized dynamic
networks. We then describe their application in distributed multimedia streaming solutions. We further discuss the most popular network coding algorithms in practical
media streaming schemes. Finally, we show that hybrid systems based on both rateless
coding and network coding can deliver high quality media streams with low computational complexity, as they permit to beneﬁt from both server and path diversity in
overlay architectures.

1

Introduction

Recent advances on overlay architectures have motivated many research eﬀorts
for the development of eﬃcient multimedia streaming systems that are able to
exploit the structure of such networks. These overlay networks that can be built
on peer-to-peer or wireless mesh networks for example, are characterized by a
high diversity in terms of source nodes and transmission paths. In particular,
a receiver peer can be connected simultaneously to several senders, which can
further use multiple communication paths for media packet delivery. It is therefore important to design eﬃcient streaming solutions that are able to exploit the
network diversity for improved media quality at receivers.
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The traditional multimedia communication tools such as error correcting
codes, retransmission mechanisms, or packet scheduling are challenged in overlay
networks as they usually necessitate coordination between the nodes participating in the transmission process, or good estimation of the network status. Although there exist eﬃcient solutions to improve the video quality in distributed
settings [1], these cannot be deployed and maintained easily in real networks
suﬀering from unexpected nodes departures and arrivals as well as non-ergodic
link failures. Complex systems combining joint source and channel coding with
adaptive network protocols and appropriate routing algorithms provide eﬀective solutions for dealing with the delay-sensitive nature of highly heterogeneous
media packet streams in traditional architectures [2]. However, they are usually
diﬃcult to be implemented in dynamic ad hoc architectures that provide sources
and path diversity. They moreover do not scale well with the number of sources
and the size of the network. They require a good knowledge of the end-to-end network characteristics for optimal performance. It is also usually diﬃcult to build
distributed implementations of such systems, without high communication costs
for coordination or decision about the best streaming strategy.
Appropriate coding of the media streams however permits to ﬂatten the differences in importance of the packets and thus relaxes the need for important
coordination. In particular, fountain codes [3] have emerged as a solution that
allows to take beneﬁt from the network diversity with decentralized algorithms.
The main characteristic of these codes relies on the fact that the receiver only
needs to gather a suﬃcient number of innovative packets for decoding. The actual identity of the packets do no play a role with such codes, only the number
of packets matters. Strict coordination is not needed anymore in distributed
streaming since the sources only have to generate diﬀerent packets, which happens with high probability even when the encoding is done independently. Another interesting feature of fountain codes relies on their high adaptivity due to
their rateless property. As a potentially limitless set of packets can be generated
from a given set of source packets, the sender can easily adapt the coding rate
to the status of the communication channel. Another appealing advantage of
fountain codes is their relatively low encoding and decoding complexity that enables their use in real-time applications. Fountain codes have been successfully
applied in multimedia transmission [4, 5] and distributed storage systems [6] for
example.
While fountain codes appear to be an ideal solution for coding at the sources,
they are diﬃcult to be implemented in the network nodes within the overlay.
Successive decoding and encoding processes in the network nodes [7] might induce delays that are too important for delay-sensitive applications. In dynamic
and large scale networks, it is however beneﬁcial to request help from the network nodes as this provides higher adaptivity to exploit fully the network diversity. Such in-network processing is typically performed by network coding
algorithms. Network coding [8] provides an interesting solution to exploit the
path diversity with gains in terms of achievable throughput and delay time. It
typically permits to approach the max-ﬂow min-cut limit of the underlying net-
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work graph when the network nodes combine the received packets instead of
forwarding them unprocessed. Practical network coding solutions are generally
based on random packets combination in the network nodes. Random linear network coding (RLNC) does not require coordination between network nodes so
that complex routing and scheduling algorithms can be avoided. Similarly to
fountain codes, network coding increases the packet diversity in the network,
with a larger overhead however. When the receiver gathers enough innovative
packets on multiple transmission paths, it can recover the original information.
Network coding is used in various ﬁelds like content distribution [9, 10], distributed storage [11] or data dissemination [12]. Network coding can even be
combined with fountain codes for eﬃcient systems that take beneﬁt from both
source and path diversity [13].
The aim of this book chapter is to present coding techniques that permit
to exploit the source and path diversity in overlay networks for eﬃcient media
streaming algorithms. First, we provide a brief overview of fountain codes with
an emphasis on the encoding and decoding procedures in Section 2. We then
show how these codes can be used in distributed streaming solutions with multiple sources. In Section 3, we provide an overview of network coding and its
application in streaming systems. We show how network coding permits to exploit path diversity in overlay networks. We also show how network coding can
be adapted to support diﬀerent classes of packets in media streaming. Finally,
we describe in Section 4 some hybrid schemes that exploit the advantages from
both fountain codes and network codes and appear to be quite appropriate for
low-cost real-time multimedia streaming.

2
2.1

Fountain Codes in Distributed Streaming
Fountain Codes

Fountain codes [3] have interesting properties for adaptive streaming, possibly from multiple sources. They provide rate adaptivity and permit to avoid
the need for coordination between the senders. In this section, we ﬁrst describe the principles of fountain codes and present the main families of fountain
codes. We later describe their application to streaming application with a special emphasis on distributed streaming scenarios and unequal error protection
algorithms.
The fountain codes are beneﬁcial for multimedia applications that undergo
strict deadlines (short playback delays). Some implementations even oﬀer linear encoding and decoding times in contrast to other channel codes such as the
Reed-Solomon codes, which have quadratic decoding complexity that grows with
the block size. Fountain codes have only probabilistic guarantees for successful
decoding and incur a small performance penalty φ which means that a client
should receive (1 + φ) · k packets to decode successfully the k source packets.
Fountain systems eliminate the need for retransmission (ARQ) mechanisms because of their rateless property that permits to easily adapt the coding rate since
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a large number of encoded symbols can be generated from the same subset of
source packets. Obviously, they utilize the available resources more eﬃciently as
acknowledgment messages (ACK) often worsen congestion problems.
The fountain codes have an implicit structure that depends on the degree
distribution function
n

Ωi · xi ,
Ω(x) =
i=1

which determines the number of symbols (degree) that should be combined for
generating an output symbol. The parameter n is the maximal symbol degree.
The rateless encoded symbols are generated by randomly combining (XOR-ing)
the source packets. The number of combined symbols is determined by randomly
sampling the degree distribution function Ω(x).
Let’s xi denote the ith source symbol and yj the jth transmitted symbol.
Then, it holds
dj


xl
yj =
l=1


where dj is the degree of the jth symbol and
is the bitwise XOR operation.
A small header called ESI is appended to each packet. The ESI is usually the
seed of the pseudorandom generator used for generating the encoded symbol.
Interestingly, Fountain codes are universal and thus near-optimal for any packet
erasure channel. Their universal property is attributed to their rateless property
that permits to generate large sets of encoded packets with only a small overhead
penalty. Note that Fountain codes often need a termination message for signifying the reception of a full rank set of symbols. This mechanism saves signiﬁcant
amounts of bandwidth as otherwise the senders should assume a predetermined
transmission rate which may be inaccurate as network conditions generally vary
in time. A survey of fountain codes is given in [14].
LT codes
Among the most popular fountain codes, we ﬁnd the codes based on the Luby
Transform (LT) [15]. LT codes are sparse random linear codes with nearly linear
decoding time. Their encoding consists in random combinations of the source
symbols, while their decoding can be done either by belief propagation or Gaussian elimination. The encoding and decoding procedures are summarized as
follows:
Procedure 1. LT encoding
1: Choose randomly the degree d of the LT encoded symbol by sampling Ω(x).
2: Choose uniformly d distinct symbols.
3: Combine the symbols by XOR-ing the selected symbols.
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Procedure 2. LT decoding
1: while S = Ø do
2:
Select a symbol x from S.
3:
if x ∈
/ L then
4:
Include x in L.
5:
XOR x with its neighbouring symbols ∈
/ L.
6:
end if
7: end while

where S in Procedures 1 and 2 denotes the set of symbols in the ripple and L the
set of the recovered symbols. The ripple is the number of covered input symbols
(i.e., symbols that have a unique neighbor in their Tanner graph representation
after branches elimination in decoding) that have not been yet processed.
The LT codes employ a degree distribution function known as ideal soliton
distribution (ISD) which is given by

1
,
for d = 1
ρ(d) = k 1
d·(d−1) , for d > 1
Although ISD performs well in expectation, in practice it is fragile to transmission errors because the ripple often stays empty. Ideally, the ISD ripple contains only one symbol at each decoding step. To enhance ISD’s robustness to
errors, it is slightly modiﬁed. The modiﬁed distribution is called robust soliton
distribution (RSD) μ(d) and it is given by
ρ(d) + τ (d)
μ(d) = 
ρ(d) + τ (d)

(1)

d

where

⎧
S
⎪
⎨ d·k ,
τ (d) = Sk ln
⎪
⎩
0,

S
δ

,

d = 1, 2, . . . , Sk − 1
d = Sk
d = Sk + 1, . . . , k

(2)

The parameter δ controls the size of ripple and S is the average number of
symbols of degree one, i.e. the number of recovered symbols that have not been
processed yet. S is ﬁnally deﬁned as

√
S = c · k · ln S/δ
Raptor codes
Raptor codes [16] are the most successful rateless codes because they have an
overhead that asymptotically tends to zero for very large codeblocks. For typical
multimedia communication scenarios, the Raptor codes (short codeblocks are
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Source symbols

Precoding symbols

Raptor encoded symbols

Fig. 1. Encoding of non-systematic Raptor codes. The source symbols are ﬁrst precoded and successively LT encoded.

assumed) can recover the data with high probability if they receive a set of
symbols slightly larger than the set of source symbols i.e. one or two symbols
are enough. Their encoding consists of two steps: ﬁrst, the data are encoded by
codes like LDPC, LDGM or Tornado and then the encoded data are fed in the
LT encoder. The ﬁrst step is known as pre-coding and it allows the employment
of weakened LT codes, i.e. LT codes with very sparse parity-check matrices. Due
to the sparse LT codes generator matrices, linear encoding and decoding times
are achieved. The pre-coding step makes the decoding procedure more robust
to erasures as the errors remaining after LT decoding can be corrected by the
pre-coder. Raptor encoding is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. Their degree
distribution is a modiﬁed ISD distribution


D

xD+1
xi
1
· μ·x+
+
(3)
ΩR (x) =
μ+1
i · (i − 1)
D
i=2
where μ = (/2) + (/2)2 , D = 4 · (1 + )/, and  is a parameter that drives
the decoding failure probability.
Raptor decoding is usually performed by Gaussian elimination of an equation
system A that is constructed from the received symbols. An eﬃcient implementation of Raptor codes has been presented in 3GPP standard [17]. The pre-coding
of 3GPP codes consists of LDPC codes followed by Half codes, which have dense
parity check matrices. The Raptor codes equations system is of the form
⎤
⎡
GLDP C IS OS×H
⎦
GHalf IH
(4)
A=⎣

GLT
where GLDP C and GHalf are respectively the generator matrices of LDPC and

Half codes, while GLT corresponds to the generator matrix of the received symbols. IS and IH are unitary matrices with size S × S and H × H where S and H
denote the number of LDPC and Half codes constraints. Finally, OS×H is a zero
matrix of size S × H. It is worth noting that LDPC and Half codes constraints
should not be transmitted as they can be reproduced if the clients are aware
of the number of source symbols k. 3GPP codes provide a fast algorithm for
solving these equations systems, which consists in a variant of classical Gaussian
elimination process.
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Fig. 2. (a) Direct server-client communication, (b) multiple servers-single client communication with scheduling and (c) multiple servers-single client communication with
coding at the servers.

Other Fountain codes
A few other Fountain codes have been recently presented for speciﬁc communication scenarios. Speciﬁcally, Growth codes [18] improve the poor performance
of Fountain codes when less symbols than the number of source symbols are
received by a client. For such cases, most Fountain codes like common channel coding schemes cannot retrieve any data segment. Systematic channel codes
can recover more data, but their performance is driven by the transmission of
uncoded data. However, the systematic codes are quite restrictive for many applications due to their low symbol diversity. On the other hand, Growth codes oﬀer
high symbol diversity while they achieve intermediate performance by means
of the recovery of more data symbols compared to systematic codes. This performance comes with an increased overhead, which can still be aﬀordable in
catastrophic scenarios and in emergency situations.
Shifted codes [19] are variants of LT codes that outperform original LT codes
when servers are aware about the number of packets that have been already
decoded. They are useful for data streaming over wireless sensor networks where
a feedback about the number of decoded symbols can be provided. Due to this
knowledge, the LT codes distribution can be shifted towards higher degrees. Symbols of higher degrees are typically sent in order to be useful for more clients.
Similarly, reconﬁgurable codes [20] have been proposed for wireless channels.
They can be considered as LT codes with time varying degree distribution. Reconﬁgurable codes adapt their distribution based on a one bit ACK message
signaled from clients to servers.
2.2

Streaming Systems with Fountain Codes

The traditional server-client paradigm (point-to-point communication) depicted
in Fig. 2(a) typically represents a scenario where one client requests data from
a single server that dedicates part of its resources to serve this receiver. The
paradigm is replaced by a new model in overlay networks, where a client can
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request media streams from several servers simultaneously, as illustrated in Fig.
2(b). In this way, the throughput and the error robustness of the system are increased. However, this often necessitates the employment of complex routing and
scheduling protocols to minimize the probability of the reception of several identical packets, which represents a waste of bandwidth resources. Fountain codes
permit to solve this limitation due to their rateless property where the multiple
packet reception probability becomes very low. Fountain codes are applied at the
multiple servers that send data simultaneously to the same client, as illustrated
in Fig. 2(c). The receiver only needs to gather a suﬃcient number of diﬀerent
packets in order to decode the media stream. Strict coordination between servers
is not required anymore in this case. The importance of the encoded packets becomes quite homogeneous, hence the media delivery is facilitated.
The interesting properties of the Fountain codes have not escaped from the
attention of the media streaming community. Many researchers have adopted
them in recent multimedia streaming systems for broadcast, one-to-one and
many-to-one transmission scenarios. Multimedia broadcast and multicast service (MBMS) delivery over UMTS systems has been investigated in [21]. This
system uses Turbo codes at physical layer to cope with bit errors and Raptor
codes [16] at the application layer to deal with packet erasures. The Raptor codes
permit the system to alleviate the need for coordination and to beneﬁt from inherent network diversity while keeping the complexity low. It becomes clear
that the careful balancing of available resources between application and physical layer boosts system’s performance. This technique further lowers the power
consumption as the error protection can be lighter. Higher packet loss rates can
be aﬀorded at the application layer, which can be successively corrected by Raptor codes. MBMS systems based on 3GPP Raptor codes [4] beneﬁt from the
partial recovery of packets corrupted by errors at the body of a packet as well
as at the overhead. Their advanced performance comes with a slight increment
of the computational cost. When a client receives an insuﬃcient number of symbols for successful decoding, two post repair algorithms are used: one that ﬁnds
the minimum set of source packets to be requested and another that determines
the minimum number of consecutive packets to be requested. Transmission of
Raptor encoded scalable videos over Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) has
been proposed in [22]. Raptor codes are used to improve the obtained video quality and allow better adaptation to the rapid changing network conditions and
network dynamics. A heuristic distributed rate allocation algorithm is also presented, which fairly allocates the available resources to various clients requesting
various videos.
Unicast video streaming over packet erasures channel is further examined in
[23]. The video is Raptor encoded to combat packet losses. A reliable feedback
channel is used for sending a signal that informs the server that enough packets
have reached the client. After the reception of such a message the server stops the
transmission process. However, in the meanwhile the server continues to stream
packets to the client, which wastes valuable resources. To reduce the wasted
bandwidth the packet loss probability distribution is taken into account and
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the servers adaptively change the transmission rate starting from an optimistic
guess for the channel conditions. The server waits for a given amount of time to
receive a message for terminating the transmission process, if the message does
not arrive upon the deadline; the transmission rate is repeatedly increased to
meet the real channel conditions. The optimal transmission strategies are determined beforehand by a greedy algorithm. However, [23] makes several unrealistic
assumptions such as the employed codes have a ﬁxed overhead, the pdf of the
channel loss rate is known and the communication is performed through a reliable channel by a single symbol message. These shortcomings are addressed in
[24] where the channel conditions and thus the pdf are derived from real time
measurements. Raptor codes are replaced by LT codes for utilizing the low cost
belief propagation decoder. Moreover, it is assumed that the communication over
the feedback channel may face delays. The results show that the on-the-ﬂy update of the channel statistics incurs only a small performance penalty compared
to an ideal situation.
Fountain codes have also been used in many-to-one communication scenarios.
In [5], Raptor codes are employed to avoid coordination among several servers
streaming scalable video to a single client. Independent packet losses are assumed
between any pair of server-client. Each video layer of each Group of Pictures
(GOP) is independently encoded with Raptor codes. Optimal sending strategies
as well as close to optimal heuristics that take into account the importance of
each data layer are deﬁned. Later, in [25], correlated packet losses between several pairs of servers-clients are considered and the optimal coding strategies are
analyzed. Block-based Raptor codes [16] are also used for video communication
between Bluetooth nodes in [26] where the channels are modeled as two-state
Markov chains whose states represent the reception or loss of a packet. After
a packet erasure some additional Raptor encoded blocks are incorporated into
the payload of the next Raptor packets. This leads to low energy consumption
compared to that of typical Bluetooth FEC schemes. Furthermore, the added
overhead due to the block-based approach is shown to stay low. Finally, Raptor
codes have been shown to be appropriate in the streaming of multiview videos
in [27]. The transmitted streams consist of large number of packets. With good
models for predicting Raptor codes performance, an eﬃcient rate-distortion optimized encoding is shown to lead to a good exploitation of the available resources
with good video quality.
2.3

UEP and Rateless Codes

Unequal data protection (UEP) of media data is critical in applications with
strict decoding deadlines as well as large diﬀerences in the importance of the
media packets for the reconstruction quality. Fountain codes can be modiﬁed to
provide unequal error protection of media packets. For example, the LT codes can
be re-designed so that they involve more important symbols in more encoding
operations (more symbols) [28]. Alternatively, expanding window fountain codes
(EWF) [29] have been proposed to protect unequally the data without modifying
LT encoding. Speciﬁcally, the EWF codes encode successively several expanded
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Fig. 3. Streaming with path diversity. The stream originated from the server is forwarded by the diﬀerent network peers so that it can reach all the clients. The network
nodes can implement network processing in order to increase the throughput and the
robustness of the system.

windows of source symbols with LT codes. These EWF codes have been applied
to layered multimedia in [30]. In [31], the LT encoding procedure is modiﬁed
such as shorter coding paths are assigned to the more important symbols. The
decoding probability of these symbols is thus increased. Finally, in [32], the LT
codes distribution remains unaltered but the LT encoded symbols of degree one
and two are not uniform combinations of symbols from all classes. Therefore,
the most important classes have a higher probability to be sent as degree one
or combined in order to generate symbols of degree two. This process does not
harm the overall performance of LT codes, but rather increases the probability
for the most important symbols to be correctly decoded at the receiver.

3
3.1

Network Coding in Multipath Streaming
In-Network Processing

Streaming in overlay networks introduces a new transmission model, where the
network nodes can be used advantageously for improved performance, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Processing in the network nodes and not only at the ends of
the transmission channels permits a better adaptation to network dynamics and
a better exploitation of the diversity of the network. We describe in this section
the beneﬁts of network coding and its application to practical streaming applications, with an emphasis on unequal error protection strategies that are speciﬁc
to media streaming problems.
One of the ﬁrst attempts to realize some type of coding in nodes of an overlay
network is presented in [33, 34]. The nodes are organized in multicast trees. Some
of them implement Reed-Solomon (RS) channel coding operations to increase
the robustness of the system. These are called network-embedded FEC (NEF)
nodes and perform RS decoding on the packets they receive. They encode them
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again with RS codes, before passing them to the children peers. NEF nodes
permit to increase the resiliency of the system, while avoiding waste of resources
with a strong end-to-end protection. A greedy algorithm determines the number
of NEF nodes and their location. Only a few well-positioned NEF nodes are
suﬃcient to provide signiﬁcant network throughput gains which results into a
high video quality.
Similarly, decoding and encoding based on fountain codes is performed in the
network nodes in [7]. The LT codes [15] are used in this work since they perform
close to perfect codes and eliminate the need for reconciliation among network
peers and packet scheduling. The intermediate network nodes wait for receiving
a suﬃcient number of packets to recover the source content. Then the source
packets are re-encoded into a new set of LT packets that diﬀer from the packets
produced independently in the other nodes. This is made possible by the rateless
property of LT codes which allows for the generation of an inﬁnite number of
diﬀerent packets. Decoding and encoding in the nodes however come at the price
of increased complexity and delay. The network topology is however constructed
such that minimal delays can be achieved. The streaming system is shown to be
resilient to network dynamics with an increased throughput due to the rateless
properties of the LT codes.
Decoding and recoding in the network nodes are diﬃcult to implement in
large networks, since they introduce quite important delays. However, when the
network provides path diversity, the packet diversity in the system can be maintained by eﬀective network coding algorithms. Network coding basically consists
in combining packets in the network nodes. The encoded packets are then forwarded to the next nodes. When the receiver eventually gathers enough innovative packets, it can invert the full coding system and recover the original data.
Network coding permits to increase the network throughout and the error resiliency in streaming systems with path diversity. The beneﬁts of network coding
methods are illustrated in a simple streaming scenario in the peer-to-peer network depicted in Fig. 4 where all links have capacity of one packet per time slot.
When all intermediate nodes follow the store and forward approach, there is no
guarantee that Peer 6 receives packets X1 and X2 because of the bottlenecks
at Peers 4 and 5. If, however, Peers 3, 4 and 5 are network coding points, the
probability of receiving an undecodable set of packets by Peer 6 is approximately
zero when coding operations are in a large galois ﬁeld.
We refer the interested readers to [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] for detailed descriptions of network coding theory and principles. The theoretical works in network
coding have made apparent that network coding can be beneﬁcial for various
applications like streaming or distributed storage. We focus, in the rest of this
section, on the application of network coding to practical multipath streaming
scenarios.
3.2

Practical Network Coding

Early network coding schemes [41, 42] necessitate the use of computationally
complex algorithms for deﬁning the coding coeﬃcients. In addition, the network
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Fig. 4. Multimedia streaming in peer-to-peer networks with network coding techniques.

coding design methods generally assume that the servers have a full knowledge of
the network topology, which is quite unrealistic in large scale networks. In order
to simplify the design of network codes and improve the robustness in network
dynamics, several works [43, 44, 45] have proposed to implement network coding
with a random selection of the coeﬃcients. If the coeﬃcients are chosen in a
suﬃciently large Galois Field GF(q), random linear network coding can achieve
the multicast capacity with a probability that asymptotically approaches one
for long code-lengths (high number of source packets). The probability that all
receivers are able to decode the source message is larger than
(1 − d/q)r ,
where d is the number of receivers and q represents the size of the ﬁeld [44].
The parameter r corresponds to the maximum number of links receiving signals with independent randomized coeﬃcients in any set of links constituting a
ﬂow solution from all sources to any receiver. This lower bound on the decoding
probability holds for independent or linearly correlated sources and for networks
with or without delays. RLNC provides therefore a low complexity alternative
towards the design of practical algorithms, since it permits to relax the requirements on the full knowledge of the network topology. It permits to implement
distributed solutions with independent coding decisions in each node. Such a
distributed algorithm is particularly interesting in ad hoc networks.
Motivated by the results of RLNC, the authors in [46] propose a practical
network coding system for streaming applications. They deﬁne a proper format
that can be used in random network graphs without the need for a hypernode
that is aware of all coding coeﬃcients and the overall topology. A header is assigned to each packet and contains the coding coeﬃcients. As the packets travel
through the network they are subject to successive coding operations, which
modify both the message and header parts of every packet. All packets therefore contain encoded symbols along with the coeﬃcients that have been used for
their computation. The header part thus deﬁnes a global encoding vector that
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can be used at any decoder to recover the original message by Gaussian elimination, typically. It is shown that the equation system built by the successive
network coding operations is with probability 99.6% decodable when the computations are performed on GF(216 ). Smaller ﬁelds like GF(28 ) are suﬃcient in
practice [46].
Even if network coding a priori permits to combine any packet in the network
nodes, the coding choices clearly have an inﬂuence on the end-to-end delay of
the transmission system. In order to cope with the buﬀering delay problem, the
authors in [46] introduce the concept of generation. A generation is a group of
packets with similar decoding deadlines, which can be combined together by the
network coding operations. The generation of every packet is identiﬁed by a small
header of one or two bytes that is added to each packet. At the network nodes,
the packets are stored into the buﬀer upon their reception. Whenever there is a
transmission opportunity, the network coding node linearly combines the available packets and transmit the encoded packet. As coding becomes constrained
to the packets of the same generation, the resulting delay is limited. However,
the redundancy might become rapidly large since the number of packets in a
generation stays limited. In order to maximize the robustness of the system,
the packets that are not innovative with respect to the information that has
been previously received, are simply discarded, and not forwarded nor encoded
[46]. The clients ﬁnally implement a progressive decoding strategy by Gaussian
elimination typically. The decoding becomes successful if the number of received
packets is equal to the size of the generation. The delay in the system is mostly
driven by the time that is needed for each client to collect enough packets.
3.3

Network Coding in Multipath Media Streaming

Due to its beneﬁts in terms of increased throughput and robustness, practical
network coding has been applied to diverse multipath streaming applications.
It ﬁrst ﬁnds a perfect application in peer-to-peer multicast applications. Such
applications have become recently very popular, as they rely on the bandwidth
contributions from peers in order to reduce the load on the main streaming
server. Live multicast streaming can therefore be implemented by transmitting
the media packets from the server to all the clients via other peers that are
grouped in an overlay or ad hoc conﬁguration. The packet distribution is mostly
organized in two modes, which are the push or pull strategies. In the ﬁrst case, the
packets are simply pushed through the diﬀerent peers in a way that is determined
by the senders. In the pull scenario, the clients request speciﬁc packets or group
of packets from the source peers. Network coding can be beneﬁcial in both cases,
as it helps to cope with the network dynamics. It permits to achieve a sustainable
throughput with reduced transmission delays.
One of the ﬁrst works that has studied the performance of network coding
in peer-to-peer (p2p) streaming has been proposed in [47]. Randomized linear
network coding is implemented in a system called “Lava” in order to evaluate
the tradeoﬀs and beneﬁts of network coding in live p2p streaming. The system
oﬀers network coding as an option in a pull-based p2p streaming solution that
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allows for multiple TCP connections for multiple upstream peers. Prior to transmission, the streams are divided into segments of speciﬁc duration, similar to
the idea of generations proposed in [46]. These segments are further divided into
blocks that undergo network coding operations in the diﬀerent peers. The peers
periodically exchange messages to announce the availability of segments in a
pull-based manner. At any time, peers make concurrent requests for segments
that are missing in their playback buﬀer by addressing randomly one of the peers
that possess the segment of interest. The peers then decode the segments from
their playback buﬀer in a progressive manner using Gauss-Jordan elimination.
The evaluation shows that the network coding scheme is resilient to network
dynamics, maintains stable buﬀering levels and reduces the number of playback
freezes. Network coding is shown to be most instrumental when the bandwidth
supply barely meets the streaming demand.
Based on the encouraging results of [47], the same authors redesign the peerto-peer streaming algorithm and propose the R2 architecture in [48]. In R2 , randomized linear network coding is combined with a randomized push algorithm
to take full advantage of coding operations at peer nodes. The peers periodically
exchange buﬀer maps that indicate the segments that have not been fully downloaded yet. The R2 system sends the buﬀer maps together with the data packets
whenever is possible, otherwise they are transmitted separately. The frequency
of this information exchange has to be chosen high enough, in order to avoid the
transmission of redundant segments. Whenever a coding opportunity is detected,
a peer randomly chooses a video segment that the downstream peer has not completely received and generates a network coded block. The segment selection is
inspired from [49]. The system also uses large segment sizes in order to avoid the
transmission of too much overhead information by buﬀer map exchanges. The
streams are progressively decoded by Gauss-Jordan elimination, similarly to the
Lava system described above [47]. The R2 system provides several advantages
in terms of buﬀer level and delay, as well as resilience to network dynamics. The
scalability of the system is also increased. Most of these advantages are due to
the combination of push-based methods with randomized linear network coding.
The organization of the peers in the overlay network has a large inﬂuence on
the performance of the streaming system. In particular, the delivery has to be organized in such a way that the bandwidth constraints can be respected, and such
that the clients with the smallest bandwidth do not penalize the performance
of the overall system. A method for constructing peer-to-peer overlay networks
for data broadcasting is proposed in [50]. The overlay construction imposes that
all the peers have the same number of parents nodes, which are the nodes that
forward them the data packets. Such a constraint tends to distribute the load
over the network. Network coding is then used in the peer nodes for increasing
throughput and improving system robustness. In order to avoid limiting the performance of the system by the smallest capacity peers, one could organize the
overlay into several layered meshes. Heterogeneous receivers can then subscribe
to one of several meshes, depending on their capacities [51]. The data are similarly organized into layers, and network coding is performed on packets of the
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same layers. The practical network coding scheme of [46] is adopted in this work
due to its low complexity. The construction of the layered meshes takes into consideration the overlapping paths in order to exploit the network coding beneﬁts.
Depending on the network state and the clients’ requirements, every receiver
determines the proper number of meshes it has to subscribe to. The network
throughput is ﬁnally increased by network coding combined with appropriate
peer organization. In the same spirit, the work in [52] proposes to split the bitstream into several sub-bitstreams for streaming over peer-to-peer networks. A
neighbourhood management algorithm is then used to schedule appropriately
the transmission of the diﬀerent encoded sub-bitstreams. Finally, the problem
posed by the heterogeneity of the receivers could also be solved by combining
network coding with multiple description coding as proposed in [53].
3.4

Prioritized Network Coding

Media streams are generally characterized by packets with diﬀerent importance
with respect to their contribution to the quality at the decoder. Network coding
can adapt to this property by handling the packets according to their priority.
Network coding based on Prioritized Encoding Transmission (PET) [54] principles has been initially proposed in [46], where data of high importance receive
a high level of error protection by a proper arrangement of the data blocks in
the encoding matrix. Unequal error protection is also proposed in [55]. The PET
algorithm is however replaced by a MD-FEC scheme [56], which seeks for the
distortion-minimal source and channel rate allocation for the given channel conditions. Prioritized network coding is applied to scalable video streams in [57].
Data are segmented and interleaved in the coding matrix, in such a way that
base layer typically receives more redundancy bits than the enhancement layers.
Classical network coding is then performed on packets within the same generation. The proposed scheme is shown to outperform other solutions based on
either routing or routing with replication policies.
The above methods face several problems that limit their application in real
settings. Speciﬁcally, the MD-FEC based schemes often overprotect the information since they require the end-to-end network statistics and full knowledge
of network topology to ﬁnd the optimal protection. The application of MD-FEC
based network coding methods in a distributed manner is possible only when the
unequal amounts of protection are determined in hop-by-hop basis. Speciﬁcally
in such a setting, each peer node ﬁrst decodes the received network coded packets
and then successively re-encodes the recovered video packets. Unfortunately, this
procedure is computationally expensive and pronounces latency issues. Furthermore, it is questionable whether MD-FEC based NC methods are appropriate
for overlay networks since ideally all received packets by a peer should be generated by the same MD-FEC matrix. Otherwise signiﬁcant rate is lost as each
node can decode only when it has received a decodable set of packets from the
same MD-FEC matrix. Without such coordination the nodes receive packets
from multiple MD-FEC codes that cannot be jointly decoded.
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One could also achieve diﬀerent levels of protection by changing the network
coding scheme itself, where the coding operations are adapted to the importance of the packets. Priority random linear codes are proposed in [58] for data
dissemination in peer-to-peer and sensor networks. Improved data persistence
is achieved due to the fact that the most important video data represents a
combination of fewer source packets. Prioritized coding can also be achieved by
modifying the network coding operations in practical streaming applications. For
example, the work in [59] addresses the problem of streaming H.264/AVC encoded video content in MBMS networks. Packets are grouped in diﬀerent classes,
and frame dependencies are further taken into account for determining the optimal network coding operations for each class. The coding choices are determined
locally in each node by estimating the number of innovative packets received by
each client. However, the coding decisions are still complex to compute due to
the high number of dependencies between packets.
However, the distributed method of [59] imposes frequent packet exchanges
to determine the optimal coding operations. Obviously, this increases signiﬁcant
the computational cost. Moreover, the application of this distributed algorithm
for video streaming in overlay mesh networks is not straightforward as for MBMS
broadcast networks the extended communication between peer nodes is reasonable, however, in mesh networks it may worsen congestion problems and lead
to an explosion of erased packets. Techniques based on UEP rateless codes like
EWF codes [29] are ineﬃcient for scalable video multicasting due to network
dynamicity which results in poor estimation of the expected EWF codes overhead when central estimation is considered. EWF codes can work eﬃciently for
large codeblocks which is not typical for video streaming where strict timing constraints exist. Smaller codeblocks penalize signiﬁcant EWF codes performance
as they are associated with large overheads.
Diﬀerently from the works described thus far a receiver-driven network coding
technique for prioritized video transmission in overlay networks is presented in
[60]. The speciﬁc importance of media packets is taken into account to prioritize
the delivery of the most important packets. The overlay nodes perform RLNC on
incoming video packets in order to improve the robustness to failures or erasures
in the delivery process without the need for any centralized control. As media
packets are grouped into classes of diﬀerent importance, prioritized transmission
is achieved by varying the number of packets from each class that are used in
the network coding operations at a node. The mixing operations are not uniform
across all packets arriving at a node, but instead packets with higher importance
are involved in more coding operations. Thus, each peer is interested in selecting
the vector of coeﬃcients w = [w1 , . . . , wL ] such that the network coding strategy
employed by its parent nodes will maximize the peer’s video quality. L stands
for the number of video layers and wi is a weighted coeﬃcient determining the
number of packets from class i1 . An optimization problem solved by each node
tries to determine the number of packets it should request from each class,
1

Class i is a set of video packets from ﬁrst i video layers and the combinations of
these packets.
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Fig. 5. Inﬂuence of the network regularity (pruning and shifting probabilities) of the
proposed UEP scheme with baseline NC solutions and the SV-EWF scheme.

so that the total video distortion is minimized or alternatively the cumulative
distortion reduction, as contributed by the requested packets, is maximized. This
optimization problem is actually log-concave and can be solved by a low-cost
greedy algorithm [60]. The algorithm starts from a pivotal distribution and then
examines single packet exchanges between consecutive classes. This procedure is
repeated till there is no beneﬁcial exchange that further maximizes the distortion
reduction.
The inﬂuence of the network topology on the performance of the above method
termed UEP-NC is investigated in [60] and we illustrate here the performance
of several UEP scheme based on network coding. The UEP-NC is evaluated for
irregular networks generated following the process described in [61] where network link’s are pruned and shifted according to two probabilities Ppr and Psf
respectively. The UEP-NC scheme of [60] is compared with basic network coding schemes called Class-i and a UEP scheme based on EWF codes (SV-EWF ).
Class-i scheme assumes video packets from ﬁrst i video layers that are uniformly
combined through RNC. Three video layers are assumed and the coding operations are restricted into GOPs to deal with timing issues and the frame rate
is set to 30 fps. The pruning and the shifting probabilities are set to be equal,
however their values vary in the range [0, . . . , 10] %. For each value of Ppr and
Psf , a seven-stage irregular network was generated. The packet loss rate on a
link is ﬁxed to 5% and the link capacity value equals to 360 kbps. The results of
the evaluation are illustrated in Fig. 5. It can be seen that, when Ppr and Psf are
low then Class-3 scheme performs equally well with UEP-NC as both are able
to exploit the suﬃcient network resources. However, when Ppr and Psf increase,
the performance of UEP-NC degrades gracefully while Class-3 scheme exhibits
a signiﬁcantly lower performance. The other two basic network coding schemes
seems also to be robust to network variations, but are limited by the smaller
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number of video layers that they consider. The performance of SV-EWF for
low pruning and shifting probabilities is comparable to that of Class-2 scheme,
however as network topologies become more random its performance approaches
that of Class-1 scheme. This is because bandwidth variations force SV-EWF to
generate symbols from the ﬁrst class only as the available bandwidth is insufﬁcient to transmit data from other classes. Furthermore, the second class can
often not be retrieved and the source symbols diversity in the network degrades
quickly. For detailed comparisons interested readers are referred to [60].

4

Streaming with Rateless Coding and Network Coding

The practical network coding scheme presented in [46] has proposed eﬃcient
solutions to cope with ineﬃciencies of early network coding systems for deployment in streaming applications. However, there are still many issues that should
be resolved before network coding can be applied to real time communication.
One of the major drawbacks of today’s network coding schemes is their relative high decoding computational cost as a dense equation system should be
solved by Gaussian elimination. Another limiting factor is the signiﬁcant coding
overhead that grows linearly with the generation size. The above issues have
been addressed in [13] where network coding is combined with Raptor codes [16]
to take beneﬁt from linear encoding and decoding times of the latter. Packets
are encoded with non-systematic Raptor codes at the servers, as illustrated in
Fig. 6. The network nodes then selectively combine packets when they have to
compensate for packet losses and bandwidth variations. This scheme requires
a smaller network coding header than that of typical network coding schemes.
It is simply a concatenation of the combined Raptor coded packets headers.
This saves signiﬁcant amounts of rate which can be used for transmitting video
streams of higher quality. Compared to implementations of fountain codes with
in network processing [7], decoding operations in the network nodes are avoided

Fig. 6. Raptor network coding.
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in [13] and replaced by linear packets combinations. Such a system does not necessitate the use of large buﬀers in the nodes and the coding operations are kept
very simple. This solution is advantageous in terms of both delay and complexity. The combination of Raptor coding and network coding permits to beneﬁt
from both source and path diversity in overlay networks, with controllable delay
and complexity. We describe this algorithm in more details in the rest of this
section, where we focus on the analysis of the delay and the coding strategies in
Raptor network coding.
The Raptor based network coding system of [13] resembles RLNC based systems in that it performs simple linear operations with packets for generating
network coded packets. The implicit coding structure of the Raptor network
coding schemes is communicated as a header that is appended to each Raptor
encoded packet. Raptor codes as RLNC systems are endowed with the rateless
property that allows easy adaptation to bandwidth variations. The servers encode the video with non-systematic Raptor codes in order to provide initially
high symbol diversity to the network, while the intermediate nodes perform encoding with the received packets. Speciﬁcally, the packets are XOR-ed before
the peers forward them. Unlike other network coding systems, the peers do not
replace the received packets with random combinations of them, but they perform selectively network coding to cope with bandwidth variations and packet
erasures. This selective network coding keeps high the symbol diversity as all
symbols are not involved in every coding operation. This approach also reduces
the complexity since the equation system constructed at clients with the received
packets is less dense.
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The Raptor network coding scheme does not need large buﬀers. The packets
are combined as soon as they arrive to the peer node, hence limiting end-toend delays. Each node maintains a list with the transmitted packets in order to
avoid transmission of a network coded packet over the same link with the packets
combined to generate this packet. Then, these packets are removed from buﬀer
to avoid future re-combinations of the same packets. This strategy assists the
system to maintain a high symbol diversity in the network. The delivery times
of the Raptor network coding scheme with respect to various network sizes are
presented in Fig. 7. This scheme is compared with the practical network coding
scheme of [46] and a scheme that applies Raptor codes in an end-to-end fashion.
The intermediate nodes just replicate randomly some of the received packets to
replace missing packets. Regular mesh networks, where the nodes are organized
into diﬀerent transmission stages that depend on the hop distance to the sources
are examined. Three nodes per stage are considered. The link’s capacity is set
to 400 kbps. The packet erasure rate is ﬁxed to 5% for each network link and
the buﬀer size equal to 32 packets. As it can be seen from Fig. 7 results in
larger delivery times as each node forwards packets when the buﬀer is full. It is
worth noting that there are not signiﬁcant performance variations as the network
size grows. The advanced performance of the Raptor network coding scheme
is attributed to fact that network coded packets are generated upon request.
Since the packet loss rate is rather low and the buﬀer size suﬃciently large, the
probability of not ﬁnding orthogonal packets is also very low.
Although the computational cost of the Raptor network coding scheme is
relative low, it increases with the successive coding operations. Speciﬁcally, due
to losses and network coding in successive stages, the distribution of the degree
of the symbols received at the decoder is altered and might diﬀer signiﬁcantly
from the degree distribution used in the source Raptor encoders. In particular,
the generator matrix becomes denser due to combinations of Raptor symbols by
network coding, which leads to increased decoding complexity. Apparently, the
received symbols by a client do not follow anymore the original Raptor codes
degree distribution2 . In order to guarantee linear decoding times, in [62] the redesign of the degree distribution of the Raptor codes Ω(x) used at the senders can

be studied. The optimization goal is the design of a Ω (x) that grows as packets
travel through the network towards clients and ends up to a distribution similar
to that of well performing Raptor codes. The design optimization problem can
be formulated as a geometric programming (GP) [63] problem. When the servers
are aware of the network statistics (network losses and topology), the optimal
source degree distribution can be determined so that linear decoding times are
preserved. This method is more generic than [64] where the design of LT codes
degree distribution for simple relay topologies has been investigated and the RSD
[15] is decomposed into two component distributions prior to deconvolution of
RSD. Although the algorithm in [64] ensures that clients receive symbols whose
degree distribution is close to RSD, it imposes rather complicated encoding rules.
2

The degree stands for the number of symbols combined for generating an Raptor
coded packet.
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Fig. 8. Performance evaluation of (231, 249) Raptor codes for regular network topologies with three intermediate nodes per stage. The compared network coding schemes
employ: a 3GPP variant with RSD distribution and the low-complexity codes. (a) Raptor decoding probabilities at clients with respect to the number of received symbols.
(b) Cumulative distribution of symbols degree received by each client.

The extension of this method to complex network topologies is furthermore
not trivial.
The Raptor decoding probabilities with respect to the number of received
packets for nine-stage regular network topologies with three nodes per stage is
shown in Fig. 8(a). It is obvious that the designed distribution performs slightly
worse, but it remains close to the performance of a scheme employing 3GPP
codes with RSD distribution. This performance degradation is due to the ineﬃciency of the design method to preserve the exact value of the spike which
guarantees the convergence of the decoding process. However, when the methods
are compared in terms of the cumulative degree distribution function (cdf) as
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depicted in Fig. 8(b), it is clear that the proposed codes outperform the 3GPP
variant with RSD as they correspond to sparser generator matrices and thus
decoding is faster.
Finally, the optimal determination of source and channel rate allocation for the
Raptor network coding system is investigated in [65]. The optimization algorithm
is centralized and seeks for the optimal allocation based on the network statistics
gathered backwards. The algorithm estimates the rank decrement of the equation
system built on the received network coded packets. The centralized optimization
algorithm is formulated as a minmax problem. Therefore, the algorithm seeks for
the channel rate allocation which minimizes the maximal distortion among the
clients. The optimization is performed under the constraints that the number of
packets sent over a link can not surpass link capacity.
We illustrate the performance of the Raptor network coding scheme with
eﬃcient rate allocation in in Fig. 9. The average quality is given as a function of
the average link bandwidth is for the transmission of “Foreman” and “Container”
CIF sequences over a regular topology with six encoding stages between servers
and decoders and three nodes per coding stage. The packet loss ratio is set to
5% while the link bandwidth varies between 170 kbps and 450 kbps. The Raptor
network coding scheme is compared with a scheme that applies Raptor codes
as a form of end-to-end error protection. The Raptor network coding algorithm
performs better than the end-to-end solution due to its improved adaptivity
that permits a better exploitation of the path diversity. We also observe that
the performance gap remains unaltered as the link capacity increases. This is
due to the fact that the schemes are not very sensitive to bandwidth variations,
but rather to the overall packet loss rate. A more detailed analysis of Raptor
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network video coding system performance for a variety of transmission scenarios
can be found in [65].

5

Conclusions

In this book chapter, we have shown that fountain codes and network coding
algorithms can be interesting solutions for building eﬃcient streaming systems
in networks with diversity. These techniques are similar in some concepts as
they are based on random operations, do not target at a predetermined rate and
try to maintain a high packet diversity in the streaming system. Although both
types of algorithms have appealing characteristics, their use is not trivial for
multimedia applications with strict deadlines. For example, rateless codes may
still require some coordination especially in large scale networks, while network
codes use computationally expensive decoding algorithms such as gaussian elimination. Hybrid schemes combining network coding with rateless codes enable
the use of low-cost decoding algorithms without imposing any requirements for
coordination of the servers. Hence, they probably represent an interesting solutions for streaming in overlay networks with proper exploitation of source and
path diversity.
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